Addendum # 2

Contract Number: UMA15-34  
Project Number: 10-000688  
Speedtype: 151603  
Title: Morrill IV North Plumbing upgrade

The attention of the bidders submitting proposals for the above subject project is called to the following addendum to the specifications and drawings. The items set forth herein, whether of omission, addition, substitution, or clarifications, are all to be included in and form a part of the proposal submitted.

The number of this Addendum ( 2 ) must be entered in the appropriate space “B. This bid includes addenda numbered (list all addenda) _____” found on Page 51 – Form For General Bid, and/or Page 59 - Form for Sub-Bid “B. This sub-bid includes addenda numbered (list all addenda)____.

Answers to questions:

Q1. A7.00 answer – Are new electrical drawing going to be issued for this work? There is no quantity listed on A7.00 just room number and style of fixture and there is nothing on the current electrical drawing.

Answer 1: No, a new electrical drawing will not be issued for this work. The architectural drawings illustrate the quantity of fixtures and locations. This work is simple disconnection and reconnection of existing fixtures as necessary and is a part of the Electrical Sub Contractor’s work. See Note 13 under “General Notes” on Electrical Drawing E0.00 "All electrical materials and labor are the responsibility of the Electrical Sub Contractor”.

Q2. PLNB-2 Panel is a Federal Pacific - breakers can no longer be purchased for this manufacture panel.

There are two PLNB-2 electrical distribution panels located in room N12 PLNB-2-North and PLNB-2-South:

Answer 2: PLNB-2-North is a Federal Pacific Electric Company 200 Amp 3P 4W 120/208 panel

PLNB-2-South is a Westinghouse NQB 100 AMP 3P 4W 120 / 208 Cat # WR-29127 panel board.
There is at least one spare breaker slot in PLNB-2-208-South, and abandoned circuits in each panel. The electrical sub contractor is to investigate the situation and make necessary modifications to connect the required circuits including removing abandoned circuits adding circuit breakers and installing a sub panel. See Note 13 under “General Notes” on Electrical Drawing E0.00 "**All electrical materials and labor are the responsibility of the Electrical Sub Contractor**".

**Q3.** P8.00 Vault note 1 Acid Neutralization Pump Chamber details the Nema 4X disconnect – please confirm who it to provide these (3) disconnect and size.

**Answer 3:** The Electrical Sub Contractor is to provide all materials and labor for electrical work in the Neutralization Pump Chamber or Vault. See Note 13 under “General Notes” on Electrical Drawing E0.00 "**All electrical materials and labor are the responsibility of the Electrical Sub Contractor**".

**End of Addendum 2**

John O. Martin  
Director of Procurement